
Weight 294g (.65Ibs)

Part # MM-CHESTRIG-6-XX

Size 12 columns x 6 rows MOLLE 
fields (1 x 10 on shoulder 
straps)

Features

Signature reducing color 
matched hardware

MOLLEminus™ technology

Materials

ITW GhillieTEX™ Low IR 
hardware

TEX 70 bonded nylon 
thread

Aerospacer Mesh ULTRAcomp® laminate

Always Better®

Lightweight

Water Resistant

MOLLE 
Compatible
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*Other colors available upon request **Accessories not included

Black

BK

Coyote 
Brown

CB

Multicam

MC

RACKminus™ is the MOLLEminus™ take on the 
classic chest rig- utilizing one piece of hydrophobic 
ULTRAcomp™ rather than sewn layers of nylon as a 
MOLLE platform. RACKminus™ is the lightest, thinnest 
fully MOLLE compatible split front chest rig with 
adjustable straps for use over body armor. RACKminus’ 
front male side-release buckles are placed at 7.5” on 
center to allow compatibility with Velocity Systems, 
Mayflower R&C, Crye profile armor carriers. It can be 
adapted to dock on nearly any MOLLE compatible 
armor carrier using two female repair buckles and two 
tee mounts.

RACKminus
™ Chest Rig

Care Instructions:

Scrape dirt and dust from the item using a brush that 
will not cut into the fabric. Hose or wash the item in 
a pail of water using mild detergent or soap. Rinse 
thoroughly with clean water. Do not use chlorine 
bleach, yellow soap, cleaning fluids, or solvents that 
will discolor or deteriorate the item. Dry the item in 
shade or indoors. Do not dry in direct sunlight direct 
heat or open flame. Do not launder or dry item in 
fixed commercial home type laundry equipment. Do 
not attempt to dye or repair. Turn in for repair or 
replacement . Remember, extremely dirty or damaged 
equipment can eventually fail to perform its intended 
function.


